INTRODUCTION
Modal characteristics, i.e. natural frequencies and mode shapes, are generally used as the data features in vibration-based updating of finite element models of civil engineering structures [1] . In the model updating process, unknown or poorly known parameters are determined by minimizing a least-squares cost function. The minimization problem is usually solved by a gradient-based optimization algorithm, requiring the sensitivities of the modal characteristics to the updating parameters. These sensitivities are also used in damage detection and optimal sensor placement for parameter estimation [2] .
For periodic structures, the free wave characteristics, i.e. propagation constants and free waves, can be used as an alternative to represent the dynamic behaviour of the structure [3] . Therefore it might be possible to use free wave characteristics, instead of modal characteristics, as data features in model updating of periodic structures.
This paper investigates the sensitivity of the free wave characteristics to model parameters. The free wave characteristics are calculated from the solution of an eigenvalue problem. The derivatives of eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been extensively studied [4, 5, 6 ]. An analytical expression of the sensitivities is derived following Nelson's method [5, 6] , which is an adjoint method. The expressions are verified by comparison to results obtained by finite differences in a case study considering an infinite periodic frame structure. The resulting sensitivities are compared to those of the modal characteristics to check their use in finite element model updating. Figure 1a shows an example of a repetitive frame structure, consisting of identical repetitive units shown in figure 1b. The unit contains the internal DOFs (Ω) and the interface DOFs (Γ L , Γ R ) which are coupled with the adjacent units. The free wave characteristics can be calculated by analyzing a single unit [3] . The equation of motion of one unit in the frequency domain is:
FREE WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
where D is the dynamic stiffness matrix,F is the force acting on the unit and u is the displacement. Subscripts i, L and R represent DOFs at Ω, Γ L and Γ R respectively.F L andF R are forces transferred at the interfaces. For the calculation of the free wave characteristics, there are no external forces acting on the internal DOFs Ω.
The equation of motion can be written in a reduced form by considering the DOFs at Γ L and Γ R only:
where
The propagation constants and free wave vectors are obtain by solving the following eigenvalue problem:
n c pairs of free waves are obtained with n c the number of the coupling DOFs. Each pair contains one positive going free wave (ψ pk ) and one identical but negative going free wave (ψ nk ), characterized by a negative (µ pk ) and a positive propagation constant (µ nk = −µ pk ), respectively. The subscripts p and n represents positive going and negative going free waves, and k denotes the k th pair of free waves.
SENSITIVITIES OF THE FREE WAVE CHARACTERISTICS
Following the method of Nelson [5, 6] , the first derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated. For simplification, the eigenvalue problem in equation (4) is written as:
The first derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated for the non-selfadjoint case [6] , which is briefly introduced as follows. The k th positive going free wave (λ pk , ψ pk ) is used to demonstrate the procedure.
For the k th left (φ pk ) and right (ψ pk ) eigenvector, the eigenvalue problems are written as:
The eigenvectors are normalized following equations (7a) and (7b):
where the subscript j denotes the j th element in the eigenvector, j is preferably chosen as the location where both the left and the right eigenvector have a large magnitude. Equation (8) also holds:
By differentiating equation (6a) with respect to the model parameter θ, the following equation is obtained:
Premultiplied by φ T pk , equation (9) becomes:
∂ψ pk ∂θ = 0 (10) where the third term is equal to 0 and φ T pk (2λ pk A + B)ψ pk in the second term is equal to 1 due to the normalization.
The first derivative of the eigenvalue is calculated from equation (10):
The calculation requires the sensitivities of matrices A, B and C:
The first derivative of the eigenvectors are calculated as the sum of the particular and the homogeneous solution:
where x pk , y pk , c pk and d pk are to be determined. x pk is calculated from equation (16) by substituting equation (15a) into equation (9) and making the l th element in x pk equal to 0. l is preferably taken as the location where ψ pk has the largest magnitude. y pk is calculated in a similar way.
By differentiating equation (7a), equation (17) is obtained.
An equation for c pk and d pk are obtained by substituting equations (15a) and (15b) into equation (17):
Another equation for c pk and d pk are obtained by substituting the j th element in equation (15a) and equation (15b) into equations (7b) and (8):
c pk and d pk are calculated from these two equations. Introducing x pk , y pk , c pk and d pk in equations (15a) and (15b), the derivatives of the eigenvectors can be calculated.
APPLICATION
The modal characteristics are calculated for the repetitive frame structure with 6 bays ( 9 N/m 2 and a density of ρ = 2500 kg/m 3 . The structure is analyzed using StaBIL, a finite element toolbox in MATLAB developed by the Structural Mechanics Section of KU Leuven [7] . The finite element mesh is shown in figure 2b . The modes in the frequency range of 14.0 Hz -15.3 Hz are plotted in figure 3 . In this frequency range, clustered vertical bending modes with closely spaced natural frequencies and similar wavelengths occur [8] .
The free wave characteristics in the infinite frame structure are calculated from the repetitive unit shown in figure 1b at 15.15 Hz, which is the 8 th natural frequency of the 6-bay structure. The sensitivities of the free waves at this frequency will be compared to those of the 8 th mode. In the absence of damping, there are three pairs of non-decaying waves at this frequency, while the other waves are decaying. Figure 4a -4c illustrates the three positive going nondecaying waves for a finite part of the infinite structure, including a longitudinal wave, a lateral bending wave and a vertical bending wave. As an example, three of the positive going decaying waves are shown in figure 4d-4f, including one vertical bending wave, one lateral bending wave and one local floor bending wave. (a) The model parameter θ is taken as a scale factor for the elastic modulus E for the slab (E slab = θE). The sensitivities of the free waves at 15.15 Hz to the parameter θ are calculated based on the analytical expressions and compared with those obtained using finite difference method. The sensitivities of the propagation constants and those of the free wave vectors are shown in table 1 and figure 5, respectively. The analytical expressions and the finite difference method give nearly identical results. From table 1, it is found that the sensitivities of the propagation constants for free wave 3 and free wave 4 are larger than those for the other free waves. In order to have a physical understanding of how sensitive a free wave is to the parameter θ, the changes in the free wave characteristics are studied for a small perturbation on θ. With a small perturbation on θ, the changes in the propagation constants and the free wave vectors are approximately written as:
The changes of the free waves are plotted in figure 6 and compared to the free waves for a perturbation ∆θ = 0.1, corresponding to a 10% increase in the elastic modulus of the slab. The same scale is used for the changes (∆ψ pk ) and the corresponding free waves (ψ pk ). It can be seen that free wave 3 and free wave 4 are much more sensitive to θ than the other free waves. The changes in the propagation constants of free wave 3 and free wave 4 are also larger than those of the other free waves. The elastic modulus of the slabs has a larger influence on these two free waves as they involve vertical bending of the floor. The vertical bending mode shape at 15.15 Hz and the changes in this mode shape with ∆θ = 0.1 are plotted in figure 7 . The change in the 8 th natural frequency is ∆f = 0.4 Hz relative to f = 15.15 Hz. Compared to the 3 rd and 4 th free wave, which also involve vertical bending of the floor, the mode shape is less sensitive to the parameter θ. 
CONCLUSIONS
The analytical expressions of the sensitivities of the free wave characteristics are derived. In the case of the frame structure considered, the free wave characteristics are found to be more sensitive than the modal characteristics. This suggests that the free wave characteristics may be a viable alternative to the modal characteristics for finite element model updating.
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